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Dark Quest 2 EGX REZZED in LONDON! : We will be at EGX REZZED in London this weekend to showthe latest version of
the game.. Editor Tutorials by knolle : Community Spotlight Our very own knolle has created a series of tutorials on how to
better use the editor.. v0.9.4 - 2 new quests, editor improvements and some changes/fixes : Added new quest "Castle of Doom"
Added new quest "The executioner" Reworked dwarf barrel block to taunting barrels. Fixed a bug with double attack on master
warrior going through stun. Tooltip over a quest now shows how many times a quest has been completed. (Editor) Heroes can
now join a party as henchmen which prevents them from being saved in the main profile at end of quest. (Editor) You can now
set on any character in the map to have any ability available in the game. (Editor) Deleting a room now shows a confirmation
dialog to prevent accidental deletes. (Editor) Using arrow keys in editor will change the active room to next or previous for
quicker navigation. (Editor) Fixed an issue with archer not being available as a starting hero. Dark Monk, prayer to the death has
been reworked to be a passive aura similar to wizards antimagic. Sanity test now allows heroes to attack illusions but illusions
cannot go insane. Detect traps level 3 now allows to search a room for traps immediately instead of increase range by +1.
Rentering a room will now causes monsters to attack imediately. Fixed an issue with fate tiles not removing a charge of fate.
Fixed a bug with monsters not being able to use more than 1 fate charge. Fixed a bug with the flail attacking a large
monster(executioner,butcher) twice. Reworked book of alludan to a passive. All artifacts in the game are now visible on the top
of the bag. (Editor) Added some text label in the game map view to see the selected room name. Reworked mad voices on dark
monk Reworked completely the stab from the dark on dark monk.. Update - 0.6.7 : Version 0.6.7 - Made some improvements
in the editor for prefab spawning. - Improved tutorials in village. - Fixed an issue with the gravedigger becoming available
earlier than expected. - Fixed an issue with equiped artifacts still being visible in the shop. - Added some mouse over highlights
on the village conversation buttons. - Made some changes in the bonus room. - Certain maps like bonus room can only be played
once. - Improved some black walls that previously left some gaps on the screen. - Fixed some wall issues behind the red gates on
various levels. - Readjusted blob shadow of orcs. - Improved visual feedback when testing courage, perception, sanity - Fixed an
issue with a music track not streaming properly and causing a hickup at loading. - Fixed a problem with music changing track
when you would alt-tab. - Decreased dwarf block chance by 1. - Added more sounds. - Fixed some issue with potions and
artifacts graying out after using a power. - Reduced resoultion and memory size of inferno spell effect - Fixed some issues in the
dwarf scene. - You can now right click at any time on a character to see their stats.. Dark Quest 2 is now fully available! :
Launch Trailer Thank you all for your support and help.. v0.8.3 - New Quests, New Abilities for Dark Monk, New Artifact,
Improved Combat Movement : - Goblin fortress now has 2 magic pots instead of 4. - Reworked movement during combat, you
can freely move around until you run out of movement points. Performing an action such as attack will end your turn regardless
of how many movements you have left. - Fixed a visual issue with resistance potion showing double magic shields. - Fixed some
issues with dragging out potions from the alchemist. - You can now transfer potions between heroes in the alchemist shop. - You
can also swap potions by dragging to the other slot. - Dragging a potion anywhere will now sell it for half price. - Reduced dark
monk defense to 60% - Reworked double attack on barbarian. - Stunned characters now show a little overhead icon. - Dark
Monk reflection renamed to Stab from the Dark and has been reworked. - Added 2 more dark monk abilities. - Casting firewall
on a monster will now immediately apply 1 magic damage. - Fixed an issue that would cause heroes to pass through monsters
and barrels when attempting to attack an enemy. - Fixe an issue with group damage spells such as armagedon and inferno not
testing an enemys fate on death. - Added new decorations in the editor for the dungeons. - Changed graphics of the helper guide
paths. - Fixed an issue with the walkable path visuals when teleporting. - Added floor skull tile in the editor, it can be used to
trigger evil ghosts, skull of fate and others. - Added Evil Ghost, they appear in certain rooms and attack once a random hero. -
Added new artifact, the crossbow. - Added 2 new quests. - Added a bonus map accessible after you completed the tombs of the
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dead quest. - Added a parallax effect on all black walls. - Artifacts from quests may not be picked up if you already have the
artifact. - Master Goblin Warlock now only ressurects monsters within a 4 square radius. - Made some changes in the
networking to handle errors when failing to send a packet. - Fixed an issue with pedant life giving you accumulative health. -
Fixed an issue with health bars being wrong color after group damage being applied on a character. - Fixed some issues with UI
transitions most notable in credits rolling.. Dark Castle Artwork : Final Enviroment in the game where you face the evil
sorcerer. Executioner : Upcoming Boss found in the dungeons.. v0.9.5 - New Quests, Ability changes, Ressurection for Knight
and new party recruitment mechanics : Added new quest "Southern Pass" developed by knolle! Added new quest "Descent to
Chaos" where the last piece of amulet is found. Enabled access to the "Talisman Gate" quest. Added new spell power for knight
"Ressurection". Seal of the forshaken has been reworked. Mad Voices now plays a spell cast animation. Fixed an issue with
butcher and drummer not showing overhead icons. Butcher now deals a minimum of 1 damage plus 1-3. Warlock now deals
magic damage on his attack instead of chaos. Warlock attack ranged increased by 1. Reworked barbarian man to man combat.
Fixed a bug with cutscenes creating duplicates items in the inventory when ending a quest. Fixed a bug with mad voices not
using charges properly. Made some changes in the dark fate spell. Tooltip at the bottom 3 slots in the magician now appear on
top to prevent cut off. Reworked hero recruitment system in the tavern. Fixed some bugs with archer survival insincts.
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